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deserted playground 
 
learning to play is difficult 
in a deserted playground 
 
more so than learning to read 
write sing    dance   finding 
 
enjoyment in each act becomes 
more and more difficult 
 
as i age. to know that my skin 
will rust to ash gray one day 
 
like the chain of my swing 
& leave the earth suddenly 
 
like the children of an aging 
neighborhood  i cannot fathom 
 
when i press my ear against 
the basketball hoop  
 
i hear songs of children whose touch 
turned this playground to rust. 
 

telekinesis 
 
in quietude, i search for a voice  
that my ear cannot pick up 
 
& tighten the lid of a long- 
emptied jar. by day, i hope that  
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telekinesis can move my mind  
into closed spaces, but it  
 
is claustrophobic, incurably so. 
i wonder where my mind goes 
 
after the moon swallows this jar 
& where i go after this. to the same 
 
place i hope, so telekinesis can 
move silence away from me. 
 

television 
 
on the news, i observe a bank heist in real-time 
& turn my wrist into black-and-white film  
 
to stare at in vain. the next day, i wear a striped  
shirt, waiting to be observed by a heedless reporter.  
 
on a whim, i tell a boy washed ashore that mothering  
is no easy task & immediately fill with regret. 
 
     *** 
 
when my pencil breaks, i think of all the times  
i stole her smile in haste. the last time 
 
someone asked to borrow my pencil,  
it broke in half & i let them keep it.  
 
at school, they call it a random act of  
kindness, so i smile as they congratulate me. 
 
     *** 
 
filled to brim, i watch graphene spill from 
the ends of my fingers, as a polish of some  
 
sort. the film is too dull, so much gray that  
i can’t pinpoint. on my mother’s television, 
 
the news plays in grayscale, so i can’t tell  
what the robber is wearing. i look down. 
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telephones 
 
have disappeared before my time / replaced by those who listen not / to voices in the 
present life / each cell is infiltrated / by waves from the sea, an awakening  
 
a curl of hair wraps / around my finger, sleeps tightly / as i tug the telephone wire / 
watch the spring straighten & twist like a dial / that calls my name  
 
in my head, a series of numbers float on / mesmerized by waves of goodbye / 
transmitted not through a telephone / instead from a place / of pain, a goodbye / 
forever intangible 
 

telescope 
 
i burst among the stars, a supernova 
 that is but a mere point  
   in the mouths of those  on earth 
a single bite becomes 
a black hole 
    i search with eyes of a galaxy 
 to find mother   earth but 
a constellation of past   mistakes is all 
   that is there because 
   this sort of vision 
 is prized above all 
fix a galaxy 
to see this way 
  roll out the universe 
  in the palm of my hand, 
call it a home 
& stare at what you have done, 
  call it mankind. 
teleology 
 
when i reach the end before it even 
begins, mother tells me to stop 
 
& kiss the roses as my face turns 
red. auto-tune never sounded so 
 
good on her windswept voice. 
she tells me to fight & i say 
 
for what as i watch a woman inside 
sing muted songs. there is no logic 
 
to a silenced girl on pedestrian- 
friendly streets. here is a sign.  


